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TV FLICKS ON. COMMERCIAL -EVERLASTING GOBBSTOPPER

INT.

Television Studio-Cooking/baking Competition set up.

 

SASSY TAFFY
Good evening and welcome to the 
finale of The Sweet Life! We are 
down to the final three finalists 
and tonight will determine who will 
be the next Sweetest Chef and Royal 
baker to our majesty, The Queen of 
Candy Hearts! I could not be more 
excited!! How about you all?!

Crowd cheers.

SASSY TAFFY (CONT'D)
But! Before we see who will be 
rewarded with the title, let’s take 
a look back at where our 
contestants started from.
First, from Cup 1, she comes from a 
long lineage of sucrose rich chefs. 
Three of which have served as the 
Queen’s Sweetest Chef. We 
have....POWDER St. John the third.

CUT TO A PREVIOUS SHOT FROM EARLIER IN THE COMPETITION. AN 
EARLY INTERVIEW.

POWDER
Hello! I’m Powder St. John the 
third from Cup 1. I am the seventh 
generation of sucrose Elite to 
enter the Sweet Life competition. 
What can I say? I have sucrose in 
my blood! I can’t wait to show you 
all what sweet delicate delights I 
have in store for you. And I’m 
dying to be the Queen of Candy 
Heart’s next sweetest chef. 
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SASSY TAFFY
(VO)

From there, Miss Powder has 
effortlessly sifted her way through 
the competition.

SASSY TAFFY (CONT'D)
Next we have Lavender from the 
organically sourced fields of Cup 
7. 

SDCUT TO A PREVIOUS SHOT FROM EARLIER IN THE COMPETITION. AN 
EARLIER INTERVIEW WITH LAVENDER.

LAVENDER
So many of the cups use 
preservatives in their sugars and 
sweets. We aren’t meant to live 
this way, putting all these toxins 
into our bodies. I am determined to 
bring the purest and most locally 
sourced ingredients to the rest of 
the cups and her majesty. ...and if 
nobody listens, I am prepared to go 
to certain lengths to spread my 
truth....Nameste-sweet.

SASSY TAFFY
(vo)

Lavender had her struggles 
throughout the competition. The 
flavor of her treats struggling to 
measure up, but in the end, the 
sugar cube challenge is where she 
stood out and brought her to the 
finals.

SASSY TAFFY (CONT'D)
And surprising us all is the self 
taught newcomer all the way from 
the farthest outlying cup. From cup 
13, we have Amos. This is the first 
time that cup 13 has made it to the 
finals.

CUT TO AN EARLIER INTERVIEW IN THE COMPETITION.

SASSY TAFFY (CONT'D)
(vo - during interview)

And what is it that you have to 
make it in this competition?
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AMOS
I think outside the box. Sugar is 
scarce in cup 13, we don’t always 
have what we need. But with a 
little creativity...

SASSY TAFFY
(vo)

And that creativity is what has 
seemed to earn Amos a spot in the 
finals.

SASSY TAFFY (CONT'D)
And those are your finalists! Now, 
let’s say hello to her highness, 
the reason we are all here tonight, 
her majesty, The Queen of Candy 
Farts.

The crowd gasps.

SASSY TAFFY (CONT'D)
Hearts! Hearts! The Queen of Candy 
Hearts!

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
Delighted! Delighted! Oh how (pulls 
candy heart from her bowl) sweet 
this evening will be. As always, I 
have my trusty Royal Poison Tester 
to taste your dishes before I judge 
them. 

CUT TO THE NERVOUS AND ANXIOUS ROYAL POISON TESTER

ROYAL POISON TESTER
(Dry)
I wasn’t always the Royal Poison 
Tester. Before this I had a number 
of odd jobs. Sanitation, doily 
factory, quality control. Making 
sure the muffins had enough blue 
berries, that sort of thing. But 
one day on the Royal inspection 
tour of the Muffin factory, I 
stopped the queen from taking an 
expired bite. She was so 
overwhelmed that she immediately 
offered me the post of Royal Poison 
Tester. I was flattered...To be 
fair, I don’t even like blue 
berries.
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SASSY TAFFY
Well...count us lucky that you’re 
here. Now let me remind you all 
just what the finalists are 
competing for. The winner of this 
season’s Sweet Life will be 
renowned throughout the kingdom as 
this year’s Royal Chef . This honor 
will provide the sweetest chef with 
a new sweet life, leaving all their 
cup’s bitterness behind and 
residing in the Kingdom’s capitol. 
Additionally, the winner’s cup will 
be awarded a year’s worth of 
sucrose. Unfortunately, for the 
losers, their cup will not receive 
any sugar for the year, though 
their cup will have one less mouth 
to feed, as loser’s are banished to 
the No Dessert Deserted Island. 
They can’t all be winner’s, am I 
right?!

Crowd laughs and applauds.

SASSY TAFFY (CONT'D)
Now, let’s get started and find out 
who the next Sweetest Chef will be. 
The finalists first challenge will 
be a test of speed. While there are 
many important components to being 
the Sweetest Chef, speed is also 
very important. We mustn’t have the 
Queen waiting. 

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
No Sassy Taffy. To wait would be 
(pulls candy heart from her bowl) 
..........................tragic.

SASSY TAFFY
Alright contestants. Your stations 
have all been prepped. You have 60 
seconds, to create a sweet treat 
snack. One for the Royal Poison 
Tester and one for her majesty. Are 
you ready? Your time starts ...now.

Contestants begin to bake.
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SASSY TAFFY (CONT'D)
I wonder what all of their 
approaches are going to be for such 
a short time frame. Lavender, what 
is it that you are making?

LAVENDER
An organic syrup coated cherry.

SASSY TAFFY
How pure! Powder, what do we see 
happening at your station with only 
seconds to spare?

POWDER
Just adding the final touch. A 
little powdered sugar from Powder!

SASSY TAFFY
And your time is up in 3....2.... 
(buzzer buzzes). Back away from 
your treats!

SASSY TAFFY (CONT'D)
Alright, it is now time for the 
Queen of Candy Hearts to judge each 
of your 60 second treats. But 
first...

ROYAL POISON TESTER
Ugh, how did I even get 
here....okayyy I am ready to do my 
duty. (She sits to test the first 
snack).

SASSY TAFFY
Duty? Your duty??

Crowd laughs.

ROYAL POISON TESTER
Alright, alright. Just give me the 
treat.

SASSY TAFFY
First we have Powder’s powdered 
delight.

ROYAL POISON TESTER
(Takes a bite. Begins to cough from 
the sugar).

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
Oh my!!! I’ve been poisoned!!
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ROYAL POISON TESTER
(Composing herself) No, no. It was 
just the powdered sugar. It went 
down the wrong way.

POWDER
It’s not my fault you aren’t 
sophisticated enough to know how to 
handle powdered sugar.

Queen of Candy Hearts tastes Powder’s dessert.

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
Hmmm, I find this dessert to be 
(pulls out a candy heart) ticklish.

SASSY TAFFY
Fascinating! Next is Amos’s.

ROYAL POISON TESTER
Mmmmmmm. This is MAGNIFICENT!!

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
I’ll be the judge of that! (Takes a 
bite of Amos’s treat). Oh, why that 
is delectably (reads a candy heart) 
delicious!

Crowd applauds.

SASSY TAFFY
And lastly we have Lavender’s.

LAVENDER
I really do think you will find 
something quite special about this 
treat of mine.

ROYAL POISON TESTER
Hmmmm. (Inspects treat and then 
takes a bite). Mmm, interest..... 
(she begins to choke and gag. (The 
treat has been poisoned and she 
continues to struggle and then 
die). Oh no, what’s happening? I 
can’t breathe. Oh this organic 
tastes rancid! Oh ...oh...I never 
finished my kitty puzzle.... 
(Dies).

Crowd gasps.

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
What is the meaning of this?!
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LAVENDER
I knew I wouldn’t get to you, 
Queeny, but I know there would be 
no other way you or anyone else 
would listen. Citizens of the 13 
cups. I have sacrificed my place in 
this competition to tell you that 
there is more than just sugar. 
There is organically grown 
vegetables and spices to be found 
right under our feet. (Pause for 
affect). If you would dare to dig. 
Hear me now! I will accept my fate. 
I will never participate on this 
stage of cooking greatness again. 
And as the gentle breezes blow over 
my sustainable crops. I fear I 
shall never look upon them again. I 
say to you...just because it’s 
green, doesn’t make it mean.

SASSY TAFFY
Well, I don’t believe you will be 
making it onto the next challenge 
and will be heading off to No 
Dessert Deserted Island...

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
NO! I will have none of this! You 
killed my sweet sweet trusty  and 
(reads a candy heart) adorable, 
Royal Poison Tester, who I 
cherished so deeply. Therefore, you 
will not be going to No Dessert 
Deserted Island, but shall be 
executed! 

Crowd gasps.

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS (CONT'D)
Your punishment is ... Death by 
Chocolate!

Crowd gasps louder. 

Chocolate is presented to Lavender.

LAVENDER
It was worth it. Namaste-sweet.
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SASSY TAFFY
And also to you. Before we get to 
the public execution, here’s a word 
from our sponsor.

COMMERCIAL: CHOCOLATE COMMERCIAL

Lavender proceeds to eat the chocolate as the crowd chants. 
We see Lavender eat more and more chocolate, covered in it, 
until she dies.

CROWD
Death by chocolate. Death by 
chocolate. Cadburry Hershey.
Death by chocolate. Death by 
chocolate. Cadburry Hershey.

SASSY TAFFY
Well that was dark, or milk. 
Speaking of milk, it’s been utterly 
exciting on the Sweet Life.
And now it seems we are down to our 
final two. Powder from cup 1 and 
Amos from cup 13. We have seen them 
compete in challenges of largest 
dessert, sweetest dessert, most 
elaborate, simplest, one hand tied 
behind their back, 
blindfolded....BUT! This final 
challenge, yet seemingly simple, is 
the most difficult of all. Powder 
and Amos. You must make the most 
delicious chocolate chip cookie, 
ever!

Crowd ‘oooooo’s in anticipation.

CROWD
Chocolate Chip. Chocolate Chip. 
Chocolate Chip....

AMOS
It is an honor to try my best for 
you your majesty.

POWDER
Chocolate Chip?! You will not be 
disappointed your majesty. I make 
THE best CCC on the planet.
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SASSY TAFFY
Let’s see how this bakes out. Your 
time, begins... now!

We see Powder and Amos begin to make their cookies.

SASSY TAFFY (CONT'D)
Your majesty, why is it that 
chocolate chip cookies are your 
favorite dessert?

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
I find them to be (reads a candy 
heart) huggable!

SASSY TAFFY
They definitely are huggable. I see 
Powder is using her signature stir 
to whip that dough into shape.
Amos is already scooping dough onto 
her cookie sheets.
While the contestants get their 
dough into the oven and wait for 
their cookies to plump up, here is 
another message from one of our 
sponsors.

COMMERCIAL-FLOUR COMMERCIAL

SASSY TAFFY (CONT'D)
Ooo! Punch Punch. Flour, yeahhh. 
Our finalists are putting the final 
touches on their chocolate chip 
cookies. Powder is plating and Amos 
is....is...what’s this?! Adding 
sugar to the top of a finished 
baked cookie?! Everyone knows that 
it will ruin the integrity of the 
cookie. Surprisingly enough, there 
can be too much of a good thing.

Buzzer buzzes and time is up.

SASSY TAFFY (CONT'D)
That is the signal that the time 
has run out and the final challenge 
has come to an end. Now it is time 
to judge the contestant’s chocolate 
chip cookies and final effort 
towards a possible new sweet life.

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
Wait! I no longer have a Royal 
Poison Tester. Sassy Taffy?!
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SASSY TAFFY
(Nervously) Ummm...yes your 
majesty?

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
You will test the cookies before I 
judge them.

SASSY TAFFY
(Nervously) Of..of course your 
majesty. (Takes a bite of Powder’s 
cookie). Mmmmmmmm. (She is just 
fine).

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
(Queen tastes Powder’s cookie). Oh! 
Delightful! Powder, it is clear you 
come from a long line of sweet 
chefs. This is the most traditional 
and (reads candy heart) lovable 
chocolate chip cookie I have ever 
eaten. My great great grandmother 
enjoyed a cookie just like this. 
Wonderful!

POWDER
I am so happy you can see how good 
I am. You won’t be disappointed 
with your new sweetest chef!

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
We shall see about that. I am very 
curious about Amos’s cookie. Sassy 
Taffy?

Sassy Taffy takes a bite of Amos’s cookie. She is delighted 
and amazed.

SASSY TAFFY
Oh! Oh!

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
Oh not again!

SASSY TAFFY
No, your majesty. You need to try 
this.

Queen of Candy Hearts tastes Amos’s cookie.

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
OH! Oh! This is (looks at candy 
hearts but doesn’t take one) 
MAGNIFICENT! What is that I taste?
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AMOS
That’s Salt. Sea Salt. That is what 
I sprinkled on top, not sugar.

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
Whatever do you mean?

AMOS
Cup 13 doesn’t have a lot of what 
we need, especially sugar. Living 
so far out and by the ocean, we 
have access to plenty of salt. That 
combined with thinking outside the 
box. We get creative and therefor 
have discovered some new wonderful 
flavors. I am very happy that you 
enjoy the chocolate chip cookie 
that I have baked for you. It’s a 
cup 13 favorite.

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
This. Is by far..the most delicious 
chocolate chip cookie I have ever 
tasted. I deem this the new cookie 
of the kingdom as well as, Amos, 
you are my new Sweetest Chef! One 
would say, you’re famous Amos.

The crowd cheers.

SASSY TAFFY
Wow!!!! This is delicious! The 
first time a cup 13 has made it to 
the finals, let alone win the 
competition, AND have their dessert 
be deemed the cookie of the 
kingdom!!

POWDER
But...but...NO!! I’m the new 
sweetest chef! Me!! I have sucrose 
in my blood! SHE has salt. It’s not 
fair!

SASSY TAFFY
I’m sorry Powder, but it seems you 
will be heading off to the No 
Dessert Deserted Island. Good luck 
and buh-bye.

POWDER
(She whines and yells in anger and 
sadness). No! 

(MORE)
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You can’t do this to me! My 
lineage! My family’s recipes. Our 
sugar!!!

SASSY TAFFY
Oh how unfortunate. But...Amos! 
Congratulations on your new sweet 
life! You may say your farewells to 
your family and friends on your way 
to the train into the capitol where 
you will see you new home and 
beautiful new kitchen! So happy for 
you!

Crowd cheers.

AMOS
Thank you.

QUEEN OF CANDY HEARTS
Amos, you are absolutely 
cute...and(reads heart candy). 
tasty! Welcome to the family!

AMOS
Thank you. I am so humbled to be 
honored by the Queen of Candy 
Farts. 

Crowd gasps. 

AMOS (CONT'D)
Hearts! Queen of Candy Hearts! 
Thank you.

SASSY TAFFY
Well it has been an exciting season 
and it seems we will have many new 
tasty treats to enjoy. 
Congratulations Amos and everyone 
farewell and delicious times to 
your sweet life!

Crowd cheers.

CUT TO POWDER ON NO DESSERT DESERTED ISLAND, DISHEVELED AND 
BITING A CARROT/CELERY.

CREDITS.

POWDER (CONT'D)
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